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Abstract

GABAergic interneurons constitute a highly diverse family of neurons that play a critical role in cortical functions. Due to their prominent role in cortical network dynamics, genetic, developmental, or other dysfunctions in GABAergic neurons have been linked to neurological disorders such as epilepsy. Thus it is crucial to investigate the interaction of these various neurons and to develop methods to specifically and directly monitor inhibitory activity in vivo. While research in small mammals has benefited from a wealth of recent technological development, bridging the gap to large mammals and humans remains a challenge. This is of particular interest since single neuron monitoring with intracranial electrodes in epileptic patients is developing quickly, opening new avenues for understanding the role of different cell types in epilepsy. Here we review currently available techniques that monitor inhibitory activity in the brain and the respective validations in rodents. Finally, we discuss the future developments of these techniques and how knowledge from animal research can be translated to the study of neuronal circuit dynamics in the human brain.
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Introduction

The observation that neurons in the brain are highly diverse dates back to the seminal anatomical studies of Ramon y Cajal and Lorente de No. A century of intense research in this field has demonstrated that cortical neurons can be broadly divided into two families based on the neurotransmitter they release: glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons which depolarize and hyperpolarize post-synaptic targets, respectively, at resting membrane potentials (Connors and Gutnick, 1990; McCormick et al., 1985; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). The interplay between the various classes of cells results in rich cortical dynamics, which span orders of magnitude in timescale (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004). Inhibitory neurons play various roles in ongoing brain dynamics and are crucial in the operation of cortical circuits (Hattori et al., 2017; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Roux and Buzsáki, 2015; Wood et al., 2017).

Inhibition enables the temporal organization of spiking activity in patterns that can be detected by extracranial sensors (with Electro-Encephalography, EEG, or magneto-encephalography MEG) or intracranial electrodes (Local Field Potentials, LFP) (Buzsáki et al., 2012). Brain rhythms thus reflect the dynamic interaction of large constellations of neurons, that enable coordination and information transmission within local and global neuronal networks (Buzsaki and Draguhn,
Neuronal dynamics play such a fundamental role that any perturbation can potentially lead to debilitating cognitive disorders, or serve as biomarkers of these disorders (Buzsáki and Watson, 2012; Ferrarelli et al., 2007; Fitzgerald and Watson, 2018). In particular, defects in the maturation of the inhibitory networks can lead to severe neurological disorders (Marín, 2012). The central role of inhibitory malfunction is perhaps most well studied in the context of epilepsy (Avoli et al., 2016; Goldberg and Coulter, 2013; Grasse et al., 2013; Lévesque et al., 2016; Neumann et al., 2017). This imbalance between excitation and inhibition is associated with particular ictal events and high frequency oscillations that constitute promising candidates for anatomical localization of the epilepsy locus (Zijlmans et al., 2012).

Although brain oscillations at the level of the scalp reflect the interaction between excitatory and inhibitory neocortical neurons, it is impossible to separate the contributions of the respective cell classes. While excitatory neurons show fairly homogeneous morphological and dynamic features, inhibitory neurons are highly diverse in nature (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Rudy et al., 2011; Tremblay et al., 2016). Inhibitory neurons can be separated into three categories based on gene expression, origin of inputs, and axonal targets. More detailed analyses show that inhibitory neurons can be sub-divided into many more classes (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Harris et al., 2018; Rudy et al., 2011; Tasic et al., 2018; Tremblay et al., 2016), thus raising the question of whether particular cell types, or inhibitory cells in general, play a specific role in neuronal disorders (Marín, 2012; Medrihan et al., 2017).

The vast diversity of inhibitory neurons adds a level of complexity to the neurophysiology of brain dynamics thus making it difficult to study EEG or LFP alone. Fortunately, various methods are available to monitor the activity of inhibitory neurons at various scales. These methods can demonstrate the total inhibitory current received by a single neuron in vivo whole-cell patch clamp preparation (Borg-Graham et al., 1998; Wehr and Zador, 2003) to the simultaneous activity of multiple inhibitory neurons (Fujisawa et al., 2008; Stark et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2012). Most of these techniques are well fitted for small animal research, especially mice, due to a large genetic targeting toolbox already available (Taniguchi et al., 2011). This also allows for the cell-class specific monitoring of inhibitory neurons with optical imaging techniques (e.g. Kerlin et al., 2010; Pinto and Dan, 2015). However, these methods fail to translate to other animals such as primates, and even less to humans. Despite this, recent technological developments allow for the monitoring of inhibitory activity in human subjects. Micro-electrode recordings in human epileptic patients (Babb et al., 1987; Cash and Hochberg, 2015; Engel et al., 2005) allow for the detection of inhibitory activity at the resolution of single neurons (Peyrache et al., 2012; Le Van Quyen et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2015). Non-invasive techniques for monitoring inhibition are also available, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (Kujirai et al., 1993) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Puts and Edden, 2012).
We will first briefly review how cortical inhibitory interneurons can be classified based on various genomic, morphological, and circuit integration features. We will then review currently available techniques that monitor inhibitory activity in animal research, especially in small rodents. Finally, we will see how inhibition can be monitored in humans, sometimes with techniques translated from animal research. We will then conclude that a successful diagnostic of inhibitory malfunction in the neocortex, especially in epilepsy, can best be addressed by a combination of complementary techniques.

**Diversity of neuronal cell types in the brain**

Cortical neurons are split into two categories depending on whether they release glutamate or Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA) at their presynaptic terminals (Connors and Gutnick, 1990; Zeng and Sanes, 2017). Glutamatergic cells are, in large majority, pyramidal-shaped neurons that depolarize their post-synaptic targets. Contrastingly, GABAergic neurons hyperpolarize and inhibit post-synaptic neurons. Although they represent a minority of the cortical neurons, approximately 20%, they show exceptional diversity in genomic expression, morphology, synaptic inputs, and axonal targeting (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Rudy et al., 2011; Tremblay et al., 2016). The most studied classes are certainly basket cells, which control somatic inhibition, and Martinotti cells, which target distal apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005; Tremblay et al., 2016). Each of these GABAergic cell types populates cortical layers differentially, and the anatomical distribution is preserved across cortical structures (Tremblay et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2010).

Recently, GABAergic neurons have been classified by electrophysiological characteristics and molecular markers such as gene expression patterns. They can be divided into three large families, each amounting to approximately the same number of neurons. These properties have been extensively reviewed in literature (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Rudy et al., 2011; Tremblay et al., 2016) and will be only briefly discussed here. These three families can be characterized by single genetic markers: parvalbumin (PV), somatostatin (SST), and 5-hydroxytryptamine 3a receptors (5HT3AR). Other classifications divide the latter category into two classes of GABAergic neurons that either express the vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) or reelin (Wamsley and Fishell, 2017). In the former class, the VIP-positive neurons have been the most studied *in vivo* since specific Cre-driver mouse lines are now available (Taniguchi et al., 2011).

The three families of GABAergic neurons manage different functions in cortical circuits. For example, PV-positive neurons can be either soma-targeting basket cells or axonal-targeting chandelier cells and thereby can control the output of the pyramidal neurons. PV-positive basket cells exert a sustained inhibitory drive to targeted pyramidal neurons. They also receive direct thalamic inputs which allow temporally precise sensory responses in the cortex through feed forward inhibition
to pyramidal cells (Alonso and Swadlow, 2005; Cruikshank et al., 2007; Gabernet et al., 2005). In contrast, SST-positive neurons including Martinotti cells, target pyramidal cell dendrites, thus controlling the input of the circuit and providing feedback to local pyramidal cells (Kvitsiani et al., 2013; Silberberg and Markram, 2007; Simonnet et al., 2017). In addition, SST-positive neurons are mainly driven by local excitatory cells and are weakly driven by thalamic inputs (Cruikshank et al., 2010; Nassar et al., 2018), although they may be targeted by thalamocortical neurons (Ährlund-Richter et al., 2019). Finally, VIP positive neurons form disinhibitory circuits that principally target other inhibitory neurons (Pi et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2019).

**Electrophysiological markers of inhibitory activity**

Understanding the role of GABAergic neurons in cortical function require tools to monitor these neurons. Historically, extracellular electrophysiology has been the technique of choice for monitoring neuronal activity at the single cell resolution *in vivo*. This is also one of the only techniques, to date, that can be translated from animals to humans. In particular, human epileptic patients suffering from drug-resistant forms of epilepsy can be implanted with intracerebral electrodes to localize the epileptic zone. Extracellular recordings give access to several markers of cell types, enabling the monitoring of specific GABAergic neurons. These markers were characterized and validated with a combination of methods, such as intracellular recordings and optogenetic-labeling of neurons.

**Fast-spiking neurons are inhibitory**

Intracellular recordings of neurons *in vitro* allow for the parallel investigation of electrical properties of neurons, their morphology (by filling their cell body with a fluorescent dye) and, to some extent, their genetic expression pattern. For a long time, these investigations have focused on the properties of pyramidal cells as they form the majority of cortical neurons and have large, and thus accessible, somata. McCormick and collaborators (1985) performed the first intracellular recordings of GABAergic neurons, and they thus described two key properties: first, all fast-spiking (FS) cells, that had previously been described, are in fact GABAergic neurons; second, FS neurons exhibit short-duration action potentials. In particular, FS neurons show fast repolarization (potassium) currents, that enable them to fire at high rates.

**Extracellular properties of different cell classes.**
For each individual neuron recorded extracellularly, two main properties are immediately available: the waveform of the extracellular action potentials and the dynamics of the spike train emission. These two properties can be used to determine the cell type.

Bimodal distribution of extracellular waveforms

Extracellular electrical waveforms vary from neuron to neuron due to different intracellular properties and the position of the electrodes relative to the soma (Gold, 2006). The negative temporal derivative of the membrane potential can be used to approximate extracellular potentials associated with the generation of an action potential (Gold et al., 2006). Hence, the rising and falling phase of the action potential leads to a bi- or tri-phasic extracellular waveform characterized by a trough (maximum depolarization rate) followed by a peak (maximum repolarization current rate). A waveform can be characterized by two intrinsic values: the width of the peak and the trough-to-peak duration (Figure 1A). While waveforms have been characterized using other features, for example spike waveform asymmetry (Sirota et al., 2008) or overall spike duration (Stark et al., 2013), they are generally equivalent to the aforementioned features. Two of these four waveform characteristics are usually sufficient to classify the waveforms between a group of narrow and broad waveform neurons since they form a bimodal distribution of points (Figure 1B). The classification itself can be achieved by setting thresholds validated by recording cell-type specific neurons (see Table 1), or by using unsupervised classifiers such as k-means.

Validation of waveform-based classification

What classes of interneurons show narrow waveforms? Recent technology has allowed researchers to specifically label interneuron types (Taniguchi et al., 2011) Using transgenic mice, specific cells can be labeled with bioengineered opsins which cause the labeled cell type to respond to light stimulation. These optogenetic labeling techniques have thus confirmed in vivo that most PV-positive neurons have narrow waveforms (Cardin et al., 2009; Kvitsiani et al., 2013; Royer et al., 2012) (Figure 2D,E). Narrow waveform neurons cell class will thus be interchangeably referred to as FS cells. In contrast, broad waveform (BW) neurons will be referred to as putative pyramidal only when other markers are available. Using juxtacellular recordings, combined with immunostaining and optogenetic, Yu and collaborators (2019) were able to obtain a dataset of waveforms specific to each cell class. While FS/PV neurons are well separated from putative pyramidal cells, the two other main inhibitory cell classes, namely SST and VIP positive neurons, show intermediate waveform durations (Figure 2C), as suggested in previous studies (e.g. Gentet et al., 2010).
Juxtacellular recordings provide very clean waveforms while extracellular recordings are necessarily contaminated with noise, both from physiological and external origin. This results in a broader distribution of waveforms. Yet, optogenetically–labeled neurons in extracellular recordings confirm the clear separation between FS/PV neurons and the others, while SST-positive neurons overlap with other BW neurons, (Figure 2E).

**Figure 1 – Waveform-based classification of neuronal types.**

A. Extracellular waveform features used for cell classification. $f_{\text{max}}$ is the frequency corresponding to maximum power in the Fourier transform of the waveform. B. Hippocampal neurons in vivo were classified by their waveform characteristics (trough-to-peak and half-width peak). The joint distribution of these two features separated broad from narrow waveforms. C. Same distribution as in B, now showing bursting neurons. Inset displays the proportion
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**Figure 1 – Waveform-based classification of neuronal types.**

A. Extracellular waveform features used for cell classification. $f_{\text{max}}$ is the frequency corresponding to maximum power in the Fourier transform of the waveform. B. Hippocampal neurons in vivo were classified by their waveform characteristics (trough-to-peak and half-width peak). The joint distribution of these two features separated broad from narrow waveforms. C. Same distribution as in B, now showing bursting neurons. Inset displays the proportion
of broad and narrow waveform neurons categorized as 'bursty'. D. Immunostaining and optogenetic validation of cell classification in juxtacellular recordings in the barrel cortex. Juxtacellular recordings allow for a precise detection and isolation of spikes. Pyramidal (Pyr) and FS neurons were identified on waveform features (including ratio of peak to trough amplitude, not shown here, see also main text). A subset of FS neurons was identified as PV-positive by immunostaining or optogenetic labeling. SST and VIP neurons were all identified with optogenetic labeling. SST and VIP neurons show an intermediate position between FS and pyramidal cells. Note that relative density of cell types does not reflect actual distribution (inhibitory neurons are overrepresented). E. Waveform distribution from extracellular recordings in the hippocampus. PV- and SST-positive neurons were labeled with optogenetics. A is adapted with permission from (Sirota et al., 2008); B and C are adapted with permission from (Medrihan et al., 2017); D is adapted with permission from (Yu et al., 2019); E is adapted with permission from (Royer et al., 2012).

A variety of spike train dynamics

The dynamics of spike train emission reflects some of the intrinsic properties of the neurons, from various levels of conductances to their morphology. These dynamics are well captured by the temporal auto-correlation functions (or 'autocorrelograms') which quantify the average spiking rate at various time-lags after a spike is emitted (Moore et al., 1970; Perkel et al., 1967). Notably, all neurons show a dip in their autocorrelogram around time 0, reflecting the refractory period. Intrinsic dynamics of the neurons, and thus their autocorrelograms, can potentially contribute to the classification of neuronal cell type (Figure 3). For example, the burst emission (volleys of spikes emitted at a rate above 100-150 Hz), associated with a peak in the autocorrelogram below 10ms (as shown for neuron “b1” in Figure 1B,C and 2) provides important insight on the identity of the neuron. In the cortex, only excitatory neurons are bursty (Connors and Gutnick, 1990). Finer analysis of spike train auto-correlation at short timescales (<100ms) reveals putative pyramidal cells with 'peaky' autocorrelograms (only mildly bursty but highly-correlated at short timescales, e.g. 'p1' in Figure 2). In contrast, narrow waveform neurons show longer refractory periods and no burst ('n1' and 'n2' in Figure 2). However, it is clear that other neurons classified as BW cells ('nb1' and 'nb2') have strikingly different dynamics than other BW neurons. It is possible that these are non-FS inhibitory neurons with intermediate waveforms (i.e. putative SST or VIP neurons).
Figure 2 – Relationship between spike waveform, putative cell type and spiking dynamics. Spike train autocorrelograms and waveforms of six example neurons shown in Figure 1B. p1, peaky (but non-bursty) autocorrelogram, wide waveform neuron; b1, bursty wide waveform neuron; nb1-2, non-bursty wide waveform neurons; n1-2, narrow waveform neurons. Horizontal and vertical scale bars represent 1 ms and 25 μV, respectively. Adapted with permission from (Medrihan et al., 2017).

Limitations

While it has now been established that narrow waveform neurons are with high probability PV-positive neurons (Cardin et al., 2009; Royer et al., 2012), a full classification of neurons based on the broad range of neuronal properties available in extracellular recordings (e.g. waveforms and spike auto-correlograms) is still missing. It is becoming clear that SST and VIP-positive interneurons have ‘intermediate’ waveform duration. (Figure 1). Their intrinsic dynamics, as reflected by their firing rates, refractory period and other parameters (see Table 1) seem to be potential markers allowing for a fine-grained classification of inhibitory cell types in extracellular recordings but this will require further validation across cortical areas and brain states.

Extracellular waveform features are usually bimodal since SST and VIP neurons are certainly under-sampled in most extracellular recordings (because of different anatomical distribution, among other reasons). Based on the validated juxtacellular recording datasets (Yu et al., 2019, Figure 1D), it can be established that FS/PV neurons are well separated from excitatory neurons, as shown by the large sensitivity index d’ obtained from the two distributions (Table 1). Classifying SST and VIP neurons is more limited because of their intermediate distribution of waveform features. Trough-to-peak gives higher d’ to separate SST and VIP from excitatory neurons. However, half-peak width is more informative when it comes to
separate SST and VIP inhibitory neurons from FS/PV cells. The ratio of trough and peak amplitude is also often used, especially with juxtacellular recordings (e.g. Yu et al., 2019). However, how these differences in amplitude are reflected in extracellular recordings remains unclear.

The bimodal distribution of waveform features remains a tool of choice for the classification of FS/PV neurons and BW, putative pyramidal cells. One can ask how much error is made with such categorization. Assuming that 80% of cortical neurons are pyramidal and that approximately 40% of inhibitory neurons have narrow waveforms (i.e. the percentage of PV-positive neurons) (Tremblay et al., 2016), then at least 87% of broad waveform neurons are, in fact, pyramidal. Of course, this simple calculation does not account for erroneous classification that may arise from the spike detection process and waveform feature extraction.

Finally, it is to be noted that waveforms may also be incorrectly classified because of intrinsic limitations of extracellular recordings. First, the filtering procedures used to detect candidate action potentials in extracellular recordings may lead to distorted spike waveforms (Quiroga, 2009). In addition, spikes “broaden” with increasing distance from the soma, due to low-pass filtering properties of cell membrane (Gold, 2006) and extracellular space (Bédard et al., 2004). However, the first phase (1 millisecond) of the extracellular action potential near the soma aligns with theoretical values (Anastassiou et al., 2015), suggesting that these distortions certainly remain limited.

**Inter-neuronal markers of cell types**

Neurons interact at various timescales in the brain. At short time scales (<10ms), extracellular spike trains show various correlations that result from synaptic and other types of fast coordination (Bartho, 2004; English et al., 2014; Moore et al., 1970; Ostojic et al., 2009). GABAergic neurons should show signs of inhibition on their post-synaptic targets and should be activated by pre-synaptic pyramidal neurons. Extracellular electrophysiology does not generally allow for the assessment of synaptic contacts between neurons, but indirect markers are available.

**Putative synaptic connections**

Similar to auto-correlograms, temporal cross-correlation functions (or ‘cross-correlograms’) quantify the temporal relationship between reference and target spike trains at various timescales (Moore et al., 1970; Perkel et al., 1967). The cross-correlogram is usually displayed as the average firing rate of the target cell relative to the spikes of the reference cell (i.e. the expected number of spikes in a given time window as a function of the time before or after the spikes of the reference cell). At short timescales (~1ms), pairwise crosscorrelograms sometimes show a short-latency “peak” (<5ms) which indicates that the spike of one neuron tends to be
followed by the spikes of another neuron with latency compatible with synaptic transmission and post-synaptic depolarization (Bartho, 2004; English et al., 2014; Moore et al., 1970). If the peak is at positive time-lag in the cross-correlogram, the reference neuron is putatively excitatory (e.g. cell #2 excites cell #1 in Figure 3A). Conversely, a “dip” in the cross-correlation may indicate that one neuron inhibits the other (e.g. cell #1 inhibits neurons #3 and #4 in Figure 3A).

The short-latency and short-lasting events in the cross-correlograms may thus allow for the distinction between putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Cross-correlograms computed with shuffled spike times can be used to calculate the significance of these deviations from the expected data for un-connected neurons. (Amarasingham et al., 2011; Bartho, 2004; Moore et al., 1970). This control results in null distribution of cross-correlograms in which the short-lasting events are filtered out. Then, any point that lies above or below a given percentile of the null distribution at short-latency (<5ms) can be interpreted as a sign of a putative excitatory or inhibitory synaptic contact, respectively. Performing such analyses on ensembles of simultaneously recorded neurons allows for the labeling of each neuron as putatively excitatory or inhibitory. These labels match waveform-based classification with high fidelity (Bartho, 2004; Sirota et al., 2008) (Figure 3).
Figure 3 – Validation of cell type with identification of putative post-synaptic effect. Average wide band-recorded waveforms (1 Hz-5 kHz; upper row) and autocorrelograms (middle row) of four example units. Superimposed traces were recorded by the four tetrode sites. Bottom row, short-latency monosynaptic interactions between neuron pairs, as revealed from the cross-correlograms. Neuron 2 excites neuron 1 (recorded on the same electrode), which in turn, inhibits neurons 3 and 4 (on a different electrode). Lines indicate mean (middle), and 1% (bottom) and 99% (top) confidence intervals. (B) Neurons were clustered according to waveform asymmetry and mean filtered spike width (see Figure 1). Each symbol corresponds to an isolated unit (n = 2716, neurons recorded from the sensory and medial prefrontal cortex). Putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons form separate clusters. Circles/triangles correspond to inhibitory and excitatory neurons identified by monosynaptic interactions. Adapted with permission from Sirota et al., 2008.
Millisecond timescale spike synchrony

Spike train synchrony is another potential marker of cell identity. Unlike putative synaptic excitation/inhibition of post-synaptic targets, cross-correlograms sometimes show a symmetric peak at 0-lag with a jitter of about 5-10 ms. In the hippocampus, synchronous spiking is frequently observed between putative interneurons, but only rarely between pyramidal cells (Diba et al., 2014). Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain millisecond synchronous spiking. One prominent hypothesis is that inter-neuronal coupling by gap junctions (electrical synapses) leads to such synchrony (Traub et al., 2001). This is potentially interesting for cell classification as gap junctions connect only interneurons of the same class (Galarreta et al., 2004; Gibson et al., 1999; Tamás et al., 2000).

PV neurons tend to be synchronous with each other, but not pairs of SST neurons (Kvitsiani et al., 2013). However, synchronous spiking is also observed between interneurons of different classes (Diba et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2011). Spiking synchrony could be achieved by synchronous inputs, for example from the thalamus (Peyrache et al., 2015), but this would require highly similar intracellular dynamic properties of the post-synaptic targets and comparable conduction delays. Post-inhibitory rebound is another candidate mechanism (Hu et al., 2011). Further investigations are required to determine which neurons are synchronized and the underlying mechanisms of such phenomenon. This will open new avenues for the identification of cell class from extracellular recordings.

Limitations

Several limitations, which have already been well documented, should be considered in the analysis of cross-correlograms (Amarasingham et al., 2011; English et al., 2017; Ostojic et al., 2009; Perkel et al., 1967; Stark and Abeles, 2009). Cross-correlograms at short timescales must be examined with caution as they result not only from putative synaptic contacts, but also from intrinsic neuronal dynamics (Ostojic et al., 2009). For example, cells’ refractory period can generate a dip in negative lags of cross-correlograms, which might be incorrectly interpreted as inhibition (Ostojic et al., 2009) (see Figure 4B).

Another limitation of cross-correlogram analysis is the bias introduced during spike detection and sorting. A majority of synaptic contacts are found between nearby neurons. In other words, most putatively connected neurons can be detected on the same electrode (English et al., 2017; Fujisawa et al., 2008), thus raising issues with spike sorting. Until recently, temporally overlapping spikes could not be resolved using a given set of electrodes (tetrodes, octrodes, etc.) (Harris et al., 2000). In addition, large amplitude spikes could potentially overshadow low-amplitude ones. Recent development of a new spike sorting algorithm for multi-electrode arrays has partially resolved the issues associated with temporally overlapping spikes, on the
condition that these spike waveforms are sufficiently different on the detection electrode (Lefebvre et al., 2016; Pachitariu et al., 2016).

**Other extracellular markers of inhibition and cell types**

Anatomical location and entrainment to local oscillations can be gathered from electrophysiological signals and used to assess neuronal cell type. This is particularly useful when studying the hippocampus where different cell types are precisely arranged across layers and oscillatory activity is particularly prominent; these markers can be applied to the neocortex as well, to some extent. Recently, other electrophysiological processes have been associated with inhibitory activity and open new avenues for the monitoring of inhibition.

**Anatomical distribution**

The anatomical location of recorded spikes is a vital source of information when identifying cell type. In the neocortex, the various types of interneurons are not evenly distributed across layers. PV-positive neurons are more densely located in layer 4, while VIP neurons are more densely located in layers 2/3 (Prönneke et al., 2015) and SST in layers 6/5 (Tremblay et al., 2016).

Similar inhomogeneous distribution is observed in the hippocampus (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Harris et al., 2018). Quite obviously, the excitatory cells are almost exclusively located in the pyramidal layer. As a result, any action potential detected outside the pyramidal layer must be emitted by an inhibitory cell (Csicsvari et al., 1999). Neurons of the *stratum alveus/oriens* (at the level of the basal dendrites of pyramidal cells) are mostly SST-positive interneurons (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Harris et al., 2018).

**Oscillatory modulation**

Modulation by intrinsic oscillatory patterns is another important marker of cell identity (Csicsvari et al., 1999; Royer et al., 2012; Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005). During locomotion and REM sleep, the hippocampus is dominated by theta oscillations (6-9 Hz), especially in rodents (Buzsáki, 2002). SST neurons in the *stratum oriens* show slightly delayed phase preference in theta waves relative to PV neurons of the pyramidal layer which fire at the trough of the oscillation (Csicsvari et al., 1999; Royer et al., 2012). Modulation by the hippocampal sharp-waves ripples events (which occurs during immobility and non-REM sleep, Buzsáki, 2015) differs between cell types even more than theta modulation, with the PV neurons of the pyramidal layer being the most responsive to this oscillation (Royer et al., 2012). The modulation of other inhibitory neurons by sharp-waves is more variable, as different subclasses show sometimes opposite response as, for example, bistratified
and OLM (both SST positive) (Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005). In addition, the positive modulation of PV-positive neurons may be restricted to FS neurons as other PV-positive neurons, such as axo-axonic neurons, show opposite (i.e. negative) modulation during SWRs (Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005). Pyramidal cells also show a broad distribution of modulation by sharp-wave ripples (Royer et al., 2012) possibly because of the differences in circuit integration between superficial and deep layer pyramidal cells (Valero et al., 2015).

In the cortex, the oscillatory entrainment of different neurons is progressively unveiled. For example, FS neurons are strongly entrained by gamma oscillations (30-80 Hz) as they actively participate in the generation of these rhythms (Cardin et al., 2009). During sleep, the thalamus generates the so-called spindle oscillations (8-15Hz) that entrain cortical neurons. Cortical FS neurons are strongly recruited, both in overall firing rates and phase coupling (Kandel and Buzsaki, 1997; Peyrache et al., 2011). In contrast, in the deep layers, broad waveform (putative pyramidal) neurons are poorly modulated by spindles, in rate and in phase (Contreras et al., 1997; Peyrache et al., 2011), as recently confirmed with calcium imaging (Seibt et al., 2017). This may be the consequence of the strong feed-forward activation of FS neurons by thalamocortical inputs, therefore exerting shunting inhibition (Contreras et al., 1997). Interestingly, PV-negative inhibitory neurons of unknown type in the medial prefrontal cortex are, like broad-waveform neurons of the deep layers, not entrained by spindle oscillations (Hartwich et al., 2009).

Spindles and SWRs are ubiquitous in mammals and are primarily observed during rest (i.e. are independent of ongoing behavior). They thus constitute interesting oscillatory patterns for validating cell types across species, although further characterization is still necessary.

**Waveforms from inhibitory pre-synaptic terminals**

In some cases, spikes from inhibitory neurons can be detected around their pre-synaptic terminals. These action potentials may be of similar amplitude as spikes detected close to the soma. Such observations were recently made in the thalamus, where the inhibitory neurons of the reticular nucleus are anatomically segregated from the excitatory thalamocortical neurons (Barthó et al., 2014). Barthó and collaborators demonstrated that narrow waveform neurons are sometimes detected in sensory thalamic nuclei where local inhibitory neurons are virtually absent (at least in rodents), thus potentially generated at the pre-synaptic terminals of reticular inhibitory neurons (and resulting from spikes generated at the soma). Interestingly, narrow waveform and broad waveform neurons show different phase preferences to thalamic spindles, therefore confirming that oscillatory entrainment is an important feature in discriminating neuronal types.

**Extracellular inhibitory post-synaptic potentials**

In the hippocampus, inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (IPSPs) can be observed in the extracellular medium *in vitro* (Bazelot et al., 2010; Beyeler et al., 2013; Glickfeld
et al., 2009). They can be evoked by the discharge of a single inhibitory neuron within its axonal arbor, but are certainly more pronounced when resulting from coordinated actions from inhibitory neurons. The frequency of these events depends on the local connectivity of neurons, both between pyramidal cells and with the local inhibitory neurons. This is certainly why, in vitro, they are much less frequent in the CA1 region than in CA3 (Beyeler et al., 2013). Interestingly, preliminary evidence suggests that these extracellular IPSPs can be observed in vivo (Dubanet et al., 2018). It remains to be confirmed whether these events can be detected in other brain areas or whether this is property specific to the CA3 region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waveform Feature</th>
<th>Pyr</th>
<th>PV/FS</th>
<th>SST</th>
<th>VIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half-peak dur. (μs)</td>
<td>320 - 710</td>
<td>190 - 300</td>
<td>280 - 630</td>
<td>370 - 770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trough-to-peak d' (vs. Pyr)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Peak d' (vs. Pyr)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trough-to-peak d' (vs. FS)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Peak d' (vs. FS)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Properties of the three main inhibitory cell types, relative to pyramidal (pyr) cells. Autocorrelogram mode refers to the time-lag of the first peak in the autocorrelogram. The burst index is computed as the ratio between the number of spikes with inter-spike intervals of less than 10ms relative to baseline firing (between 40 and 50ms). Spindle modulation is computed as the percentage of
neurons whose spikes are significantly phase-locked to the oscillation. \textit{Sharp-wave ripple modulation} corresponds to the relative change of firing during sharp-waves relative to baseline firing. Inter-neuronal synchrony is evaluated by the relative strength of a central (0-lag) peak in the cross-correlograms.

Data from: \textsuperscript{1}, Yu et al. (2019); \textsuperscript{2}, Kvitsiani et al. (2013); \textsuperscript{3}, Pi et al. (2013); \textsuperscript{4}, Royer et al. (2012); \textsuperscript{5}, Peyrache et al. (2011); \textsuperscript{6}, Diba et al. (2014).

\textsuperscript{*}, note that waveform features can vary with the filtering parameters of spike detection.
\textsuperscript{†}, broad distribution possibly because of differences between SST subclasses.

\textbf{Electrophysiological markers of inhibitory activity are potentially universal}

Electrophysiology remains the only available technique to monitor neuronal activity at single cell resolution across animal species, including in humans implanted with intracerebral electrodes. Although the general organization of the human cortex is similar to other mammalian species, especially in terms of the classes of neurons that constitute the cortical circuits, it remains to be demonstrated that the analytical methods developed to study the electrophysiological markers of neuronal identities in rodents – that constitute the vast majority of the literature – are applicable to both Non-Human Primates (NHPs) and humans.
Figure 4 - Cell classification in NHP and human recordings. A. Left, waveform feature classification using half-peak width and trough-to-peak duration, revealing the bimodal distribution of waveform shapes in a narrow (blue dots) and a broad (red dots) waveform clusters. Right, example cross-correlogram showing putative excitatory connection from a broad waveform (reference cell, time 0) to a narrow waveform neuron. Insets display autocorrelograms of the broad (left) and narrow (right) waveform neurons. B. Same as A but from a recording in human epileptic patients. Left, identification of putative synaptic connections shows a perfect match between signs of post-synaptic effect (excitatory or inhibitory) and waveform feature classification. Right, the narrow waveform (FS) neuron is the reference. While the excitatory drive from the broad waveform is highly significant, the dip in the cross-correlogram, albeit significant, may result from the refractory period of the narrow waveform neuron following excitation by the broad waveform neuron (see text). Note that these neurons were recorded on the same electrode of a Utah array, prevailing the detection of temporally overlapping spikes, thus leading to a ‘censored’ time around 0. A is adapted from Mendoza et al., 2016; B is adapted from Peyrache et al., 2012.

While electrophysiology in NHPs has a long history, it has long been restricted to the use of single channel electrodes. However, recordings of neuronal ensembles using multi-channel electrode devices are carried out more and more frequently (Dotson et al., 2015; Hoffman, 2002; Mendoza et al., 2016; Schwarz et al., 2014; Smith and Kohn, 2008). These recordings have led to a wealth of data and insights, ranging
from the organization of neuronal activity in sensory systems, to the development of brain-machine interfaces. In a few cases, differences in waveforms of isolated units led to the demonstration of differential involvement of various cell classes to task and behavioral parameters, e.g. to ‘attention’ (Mitchell et al., 2007).

Neuronal recordings in humans are quickly becoming standard in neurology and neurosurgery (Babb et al., 1987; Cash and Hochberg, 2015; Engel et al., 2005). This is particularly the case for, but not limited to, patients who suffer from pharmaco-resistant epilepsy and thus are candidates for surgery. They can be explored with several intracerebral depth electrodes inserted in various brain regions to localize the epileptic focus, or the source of epileptic seizures. These techniques have led to key discoveries in both clinical research (Cash and Hochberg, 2015) and basic science, for example in the investigation of the neuronal basis of high-level cognitive processes (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Quiroga et al., 2005). Two types of micro-electrodes are available for long-term recordings of single units in the human brain: either a bundle of micro-wires that are extruded at the tip of classical clinical depth electrode probes used to explore the hippocampal formation, or 2D electrode arrays (e.g. Utah Arrays, 4x4mm, 96 contacts) used to study neuronal activity in the cortical layers (Cash and Hochberg, 2015; Engel et al., 2005). As for NHP research, electrophysiological markers of cell identity were recently explored in various studies. These techniques demonstrated that narrow waveform (putatively inhibitory) neurons and broad waveform (putatively pyramidal) neurons show different entrainment to epileptic patterns (Dehghani et al., 2016; Le Van Quyen et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2015).

**Characterizing cell types in NHPs and humans**

Cell type characterization based on waveform (thus identifying FS cells) has been confirmed to be translatable from rodents to primates (Ison et al., 2011; Le Van Quyen et al., 2008; Mendoza et al., 2016; Peyrache et al., 2012) (Figure 4). When the yield of simultaneously recorded neurons is sufficiently high, it is possible to unravel putative synaptic connections between neurons by analyzing the expected signs of post-synaptic effects based on the waveform classification (Figure 4).

**Long recordings are necessary to reveal putative synaptic connections**

Identification of putative connections or millisecond timescale synchrony requires long recordings to collect a sufficient number of spikes and 3-4+ hour recordings in rodents are becoming the norm. To identify significant peaks and troughs in spike train cross-correlograms the temporal resolution must be 1 millisecond at most. For example, to create a cross-correlogram with 1 millisecond bins with at least one event in each bin for neurons firing at approximately 1 Hz, the recording must be at least 1000 seconds long. Thus, for sufficiently high sampling in each bin, recordings may be hours long. In other words, the longer the recordings the better the
identification of putative synaptic connections (Schwindel et al., 2014). This markedly differs from experimental protocols in which data are only acquired during trials. Recording during sleep, or spontaneous activity, before or after behavioural procedures allows for the collection of data that proves useful when addressing questions such as neuronal connectivity and cell identity. In particular, the matching between BW and FS spike features with the excitatory vs. inhibitory nature of the functional interaction was remarkable for the hours-long human recordings (Peyrache et al., 2012; Fig. 5B), but was not as clear-cut for the shorter NHP recordings (Dehghani et al., 2016). Thus, validating the excitatory or inhibitory nature of recorded neurons, or millisecond synchrony between neurons, an important validation step for cell type identification, requires the acquisition of long recordings, typically of spontaneous activity before or after the task.

**Oscillatory markers of cell types.**

As described above, different cell types are differentially entrained to local oscillations in LFPs. Similar observations have now been made in NHPs and humans (Le Van Quyen et al., 2016). For example, gamma oscillations are ubiquitous in the LFPs collected with Utah-array in human epileptic patients across brain states (non-REM sleep, or slow-wave sleep, and wake) (Figure 5A). A small portion of BW cells discharge at higher rates concomitantly with gamma oscillations, while a significant part of FS cells is clearly modulated by the oscillations (Figure 5B). The same result was obtained for beta oscillations in the monkey motor cortex (Le Van Quyen et al., 2016). Although these two oscillation types appear strongly in the LFP, they seem to involve mostly inhibitory FS neurons.

The strong amplitude of gamma oscillations in the LFP presumably results from the extracellular field generated by IPSPs in pyramidal cells (Teleńczuk et al., 2017). However, while pyramidal cell spikes may also contribute to the generation of high frequency oscillations in the LFP (Schomburg et al., 2012), this is not the case with spikes emitted by interneurons (Buzsáki et al., 2012).
Properties and role of inhibitory networks

The role of inhibition in cortical processing and dynamics has been widely studied (for reviews, see Gentet, 2012; Hattori et al., 2017; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Roux...
and Buzsáki, 2015; Tremblay et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2017). Here, we address two key aspects of inhibition, which are highly relevant to the study of epilepsy: a local role of inhibition in the generation of action potentials in pyramidal cells and a global role in coordinating activity over large areas of the cortex, with a possible role in the propagation of ictal activity.

**Generation of action potentials.**

Spiking of pyramidal cells results from a highly complex integration of synaptic conductance and channel dynamics. Intracellular recordings can reveal the contribution of inhibitory and excitatory conductance to the membrane potentials (Rudolph et al., 2007; Shu et al., 2003). Figure 6A shows an example of conductance measurements from intracellular recordings in the parietal cortex of awake cats (Rudolph et al., 2007). By performing a reverse correlation analysis, it was shown that the total membrane conductance decreases before the spike (Figure 6B). This decrease was caused by a decrease of inhibitory conductance, in other words a dis-inhibition. Thus, in awake cat parietal cortex, the majority of spikes are not caused by a direct excitation alone but rather by a dis-inhibition (Rudolph et al., 2007). This has important implications for the generation and propagation of epileptiform activity, as sudden shifts in the excitation/inhibition balance is associated with various phases in the transition from interictal regime to the generation of epileptic seizures (Avoli et al., 2016; Lévesque et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2019).

![Figure 6 - Disinhibition triggers spikes in awake animals. A. Intracellular recordings in the parietal cortex of awake cats, during desynchronized EEG. The membrane potential was depolarized around -60 mV and the neurons were tonically firing. B. Reverse conductance analysis using the spike-triggered membrane potential (top). The total membrane conductance decreased prior to the spike (black dots); a decrease which was due to the decrease of inhibitory conductance (gray dots). This pattern was observed in 10 out of 11 cells, and was also seen in other brain states. Modified from (Rudolph et al., 2007).](image-url)
**Long-range coordination of inhibitory activity.**

Cognitive functions emerge from the coordination of vast constellations of neurons distributed in multiple brain areas. Various pathways are believed to underlie cortico-cortical communication, e.g. direct projection between superficial layer pyramidal neurons and relay through high-order thalamic nuclei (Sherman, 2016). Long-range inhibitory networks are another potential candidate for such distributed computation (Buzsaki, 2004), and hippocampal recordings in rats suggest that distal inhibitory cells are more coordinated than pyramidal cells at similar anatomical distance (Hirase et al., 2001).

How can neuronal coordination in space be addressed experimentally? One simple method is to investigate the neuronal pairwise correlation from spatially distributed electrodes. Utah-arrays are ideally suited for this purpose (Kohn and Smith, 2005; Peyrache et al., 2012). They are made of two-dimensional and regularly arranged electrodes (96 in total) with a 400 μm pitch. At this distance, putative mono-synaptic connections are rarely found, even in long, high quality rodent recordings (English et al., 2014; Fujisawa et al., 2008). However, another pattern in the cross-correlograms appears at one to two orders of magnitude longer time scales. Certain pairs of neurons display symmetrical ‘peaky’ cross-correlograms across the duration of hundreds of milliseconds (Figure 7A) that are indicative of coordinated activity at slow timescales. Recording with Utah arrays enables the resolution of the spatial distribution of these correlations (Figure 7B). It can be concluded that in humans, broad waveform neurons, and thus certainly pyramidal cells, are coordinated in ranges of about 1mm. Interestingly, this corresponds to the typical size of their axonal and dendritic arborization. Conversely, FS neurons are correlated over a much larger spatial extent. No decay with distance could be seen in the spatial range of Utah arrays (maximum 4mm).

The origin of long-range coordination between various FS neurons remains unknown. It could result from common inputs, especially from the thalamus, that would cover larger anatomical areas than for pyramidal cells. These common inputs may not be reflected in the firing of pyramidal cells because of their intrinsically lower excitability and non-linear integration of synaptic inputs.

Although there is no general agreement on the underpinnings of long-range coordination, this observation raises the possibility that an inter-neuronal network potentially plays a key role in the propagation of epileptic activity. Local ictal activity can propagate between cortical regions and subsequently evolve into complex seizure manifestations (Smith et al., 2016).
**Figure 7** – Putative FS cells are correlated on large spatial extent while correlation among broad waveform neurons decay rapidly with distance. A1. Example cross-correlograms between one FS neuron and four others. Firing rate of target neurons are indicated on the y-axis. Colors code for correlation value (see B1). B1. Spatial distribution of cell–cell interactions in an example 2D recording session. Left, correlation values of the putative FS (narrow waveform) cell (same as in A1) with all other FS cells simultaneously recorded. Color codes for the absolute value of Pearson’s correlation (calculated for 50-ms bins), with black (resp. copper) indicating low (resp. high) correlation values. C1. Normalized correlation coefficients (to account for different basal firing rates) were averaged over 0.8-mm spatial intervals for all pairs of FS neurons. A2-C2, same as A1-C1 but for broad waveform (BW) neurons. Note that in C2, BW-BW correlation values are well fitted with an exponential characterized by a decay distance of ~1mm. Adapted from Peyrache et al., 2012.

**Inhibitory activity in epilepsy**

It was long assumed that epileptic activity, either during ictal seizure or interictal spikes, resulted from altered excitatory networks that had become too excitable. However, it is becoming clear that inhibition plays a central role in these processes (see Weiss et al. in the present issue for a comprehensive review on the subject). The development of multi-channel and high-resolution electrophysiology in human epileptic patients has recently allowed to unravel the firing characteristics of
putative PV/FS and pyramidal neurons during epileptic seizures (Dehghani et al., 2016). While excitation and inhibition usually co-fluctuate in the cortex (Shu et al., 2003), ictal activity is characterized by a strikingly unbalanced regime in which the firing of BW neurons, but not FS, stops (Figure 8). The recording of such ictal events remains challenging as it requires a continuous recording of the micro-electrode, especially for patients who have only a few seizures during the duration of their implantation. In addition, the seizure may lead to mechanical drifts of the electrodes, resulting in erroneous spike detection. At any rate, further recordings of such events, across brain structures, are thus necessary to build a bridge between animal research and observations in human patients.

Figure 8-Excitatory/Inhibitory unbalance at the onset of a seizure in human patient, recorded with a multi-channel Utah electrode array. A. Representative LFP trace from one of the micro-electrodes. Arrow indicates seizure onset. B. Rater plot of BW (top, red) and FS (bottom, blue) neurons. C. Normalized population firing of BW and FS neurons. Note in B and C the abrupt silencing of BW but not FS neuron spiking.

While electrophysiology offers a unique way to the activity of single neurons and potentially of a specific cell type, at least two techniques have been developed to monitor, non-invasively and indirectly, inhibitory activity in the human brain: Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) and Magnetic Resonant Spectroscopy.
(MRS). TMS can activate localized cortical circuits by inducing electric current in a brain area (Barker et al., 1985; Groppa et al., 2012). Specific protocols have been developed that are believed to reveal activation of local inhibitory networks (Kujirai et al., 1993; Lazzaro et al., 1998; McDonnell et al., 2006). Recently, these methods have elegantly confirmed the diminished efficiency of inhibitory neurons in cases of Dravet syndrome (Stern et al., 2017). Inhibition can also be monitored indirectly by tracking the MRS signature of GABA in various brain regions, usually relative to certain metabolites (Puts and Edden, 2012). This technique has revealed changes in GABA concentration during cognitive tasks (Schmitz et al., 2017) and various brain disorders (Harada et al., 2011), but with mixed results in epilepsy (Simister et al., 2003). A combination of these techniques with electrophysiology is a promising lead to further our understanding of inhibitory activity in epilepsy.

**Discussion**

In this review, we have presented a state-of-art in classification of neuronal types using extracellular electrophysiology, the only technique able to record single cells in the human brain. This allows for the monitoring of inhibitory activity, especially in the cortex. This is particularly important because inhibitory neurons play a crucial role in the dynamics and operation of cortical circuits. Malfunction in the inhibitory networks likely results in a wide range of neurological disorders (Marin, 2012), from epilepsy (Avoli et al., 2016; Grasse et al., 2013; Lévesque et al., 2016; Neumann et al., 2017) to schizophrenia (Ferrarelli and Tononi, 2011).

Extracellular recordings offer limited, but useful information that, theoretically, allows for the classification of neurons into their various subclasses. These features are twofold: first, single cell features, that include spike waveforms (McCormick et al., 1985), single cell dynamics (Royer et al., 2012) and anatomical location (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Harris et al., 2018; Tremblay et al., 2016); second, inter-neuronal interactions in the form of putative synaptic connections (Bartho, 2004; Sirotà et al., 2008), spiking millisecond synchrony (Diba et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2011) and oscillatory entrainment (Cardin et al., 2009; Royer et al., 2012). Many of these features have now been explored in human epileptic patients (Dehghani et al., 2016; Ison et al., 2011; Le Van Quyen et al., 2008, 2016; Peyrache et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2016).

Although neurons show a wide variety of waveforms and firing properties, it is quite surprising that the distinction of cell types using extracellular electrophysiological recordings is mostly limited to FS cells, based on the duration of the waveforms. Currently available data suggest that SST and VIP neurons have intermediate waveform features (Kvitsiani et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2019) but can potentially be distinguished from FS/PV neurons. Other markers are available for this distinction. For example, SST-positive neurons have longer refractory periods than FS neurons (Royer et al., 2012) and, while FS/PV cells tend to be strongly
synchronous with each other, SST-positive neurons are not (Kvitsiani et al., 2013). These properties need to be further validated. This will allow one day for the characterization of the activity of non-FS/PV inhibitory neurons in NHPs and human patients.

Identifying inhibitory neurons requires the sampling of large ensembles of neurons. This has been possible for almost two decades in small mammals, with ever progressing techniques (Buzsáki, 2004; Jun et al., 2017). In parallel, the promising development of multi-channel intracerebral recordings in humans opens avenues for the characterization of inhibitory activity in epilepsy patients (Babb et al., 1987; Cash and Hochberg, 2015; Engel et al., 2005). This makes the need for cell class characterization even more pressing.

Epilepsy is certainly the neurological disorder that will benefit the most from the ability to monitor the activity of specific inhibitory cell classes. Understanding the neuronal basis of epileptic discharge at seizure onset and propagation in the brain is a crucial step towards furthering our understanding of the disease. Determining the participation of various cell classes in these pathological neuronal discharges will pave the way to the development of new treatments.

**Conclusion**

Future diagnosis of epilepsy (and possibly other neurological disorders) will likely rely on a combination of methods to investigate inhibitory functions, which could enable the identification of malfunctions in specific cortical circuits. The convergence of single cell resolution techniques and markers of inhibitory activity at the scale of entire brain areas will undoubtedly provide a foundation for the understanding of brain dynamics in healthy and pathological conditions.
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